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Ishikawa Matsusuke

Ishikawa Matsusuke is an NPC controlled by GM Andrew. He is the new Master Brewer for the Tokyo
Brewing Company as of YE 45.

Ishikawa Matsusuke

Date of Birth: YE 20
Species Minkan
Gender Male

Faction
 Yamatai Star Empire

Organization Yugumo Corporation, Tokyo Brewing Company
Occupation Master Brewer

Rank Jōmu (常務)  Master Brewer
Current Placement Tokyo Brewing Company, Nabari District1)

Character Description

Matsusuke is a handsome male Minkan. He stands 180cm tall and weighs around 75kg. He has short
spikey-cut black hair and blue eyes. He is often seen wearing his leather brewer's apron with the Tokyo
Brewing Company on it, along with one of the distinctive plaid selections he prefers to wear in the
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brewery. Matsusuke is known for being a kind, gentle man with a rather soft-spoken voice. Outside of the
topic of beer he rarely has a lot to stay and is more likely to go hiking than go to a dance club.

Specifications
Height: 180cm
Mass: 75kg

Build and Skin Color: Athletic, Light Tan
Eye Color: Blue
Hair Color: Black

History and Background

Matsusuke was born in Geshrinopolis in YE 20. He was born Human, and both of his parents were from
Nepleslia. He comes from a long line of men who are committed to the craft of Brewing. Wanting to
follow in his father's footsteps he grew up helping out in the family brewery in Geshrinopolis and Kyoto
once the city was rebuilt. After the death of his father in YE 38, who was stubbornly again being
reanimated from ST backup, Matsusuke traveled to the Democratic Imperium of Nepleslia where he took
it on himself to learn more secrets of brewing techniques. During his time there he developed a few yeast
strains and returned to Kyoto.

In YE 43, while attending a tour of the newly opened Tokyo Brewing Company, he met Motoyoshi-Ieyasu
Taro. The two made instant friends and Matsusuke was brought on staff at the Tokyo Brewing Company.
In YE 45, he was promoted to Master Brewer and assisted in developing the TBC's YE 45 Beer Selection,
and also took part in establishing the new brewery at Ainu Orchards. With his friend Motoyoshi-Ieyasu
Taro returning to active duty in the Star Army of Yamatai he has been entrusted with handling all brewing
operations going forwards.

Inventory

Civilian Clothing (A wide selection).
Leather Brewer's Aprons.
Leather Loafers.
3,000 KS

OOC Information

This article was created on 2022/11/20 15:40 using the namespace template.

In the case andrew becomes inactive:

Can this character be used as an NPC by a GM or FM? YES
Can this character be adopted after I've been gone for a year? YES
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Character Data
Character Name Ishikawa Matsusuke
Character Owner Andrew
Character Status NPC Available for GM or FM use
Current Location Tsu
Government & Politics of the Yamatai Star Empire
Political Party Bellflower

1)

located in the Tsu Agriculutral Zone
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